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Abstract: One of the most hazardous illnesses for people is 

cancer, yet there is currently no long-term treatment available. 

The most frequent cause of cancer-related mortality is breast 

cancer. Finding cancer in its early stages is crucial. While 

rates are rising in practically every location worldwide, they 

are greater among women in more developed areas. But while 

it's still in its early stages, the cancer can still be cured. The 

prognosis and recovery of breast cancer patients are enhanced 

by early identification and rapid, efficient therapy. When 

identifying tumors, there is a significant chance of ambiguity 

and inaccurate detection, which has to be addressed. If 

patients are appropriately categorized, unnecessary treatments 

can be avoided. Medical imaging research now heavily relies 

on machine learning (ML). Data classification techniques 

based on machine learning are efficient. Particularly in the 

realm of medicine, where those techniques are frequently 

utilized in diagnosis and analysis for decision-making. Based 

on the features supplied by the data, we employ a variety of 

machine learning techniques to predict whether a tumor is 

benign or malignant in this situation. In this article, we are 

presented a system that can identify breast cancer and 

discussed how machine learning (ML) algorithms might 

enhance breast cancer early detection and diagnosis. 

 

Keywords: Machine Learning, Breast Cancer, Data 

Exploration, Classification, Convolutional Neural Network 
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1. Introduction 
 

One of the leading causes of mortality for women worldwide 

is breast cancer. The World Health Organization (WHO) 

reports that recently, there were 2.3 million women diagnosed 

with breast cancer and 685 000 deaths globally [1]. The most 

typical cancer in women is breast cancer, according to the 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Trusted 

Source. The large variations in breast cancer survival rates are 

caused by several variables. This type of cancer [2] women 

has and the stage of the disease when they receive a diagnosis 

is two of the most crucial variables. Breast cancer is a kind of 

cancer that starts in breast tissue. Usually, breast cancer 

develops in the ducts or lobules of the breast. Additionally, 

cancer can develop in your breast's fat tissue or fibrous 

connective tissue [3]. In addition to often invading healthy 

breast tissue, unchecked cancer cells can also go to the lymph 

nodes beneath the arms. According to medical professionals, 

breast cancer was caused by breast cells that grew abnormally 

and then spread to the lymph nodes or other regions of the 

body. In order to prevent the effects of the following phase, it 

is [4] crucial to identify and stop the proliferation of these 

undesirable cells as soon as feasible. As a result, there is a lot 

of study on the proper diagnosis of breast cancer and the 

classification of individuals into benign or malignant 

categories.  

 

Machine learning (ML) [5] is widely acknowledged as the 

preferred approach in breast cancer pattern classification and 

forecast modeling due to its distinct benefits in essential 

features discovery from complicated breast cancer datasets. 

The majority of breast cancer cases, nevertheless, cannot be 

traced back to a single factor [6]. Discuss your unique risk 

with your doctor. In the age women become older, their 

chances of developing breast cancer rise. Women over the age 

of 50 are the ones who develop breast cancer at a rate of about 

80%. The personal experience with breast cancer a woman 

who has already had breast cancer in one breast is more likely 

to have it in the other breast. The history of breast cancer in 

the family, if a woman's mother, sister, or daughter had breast 

cancer, particularly when she was young, her chance of 

developing breast cancer is increased (before 40). Another risk 

factor is having relatives who have breast cancer. Genetic 

influences, while it is currently difficult for doctors to 

determine whether a tumors is dangerous or not by looking at 

merely x-ray pictures, building a machine learning model 

according to the identification of the tumors [7] can be very 

helpful. Machine learning is becoming more and more in 
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demand, eventually becoming a service. Unfortunately, there 

are still significant obstacles to entry and specialised skills in 

the field of machine learning. It takes a certain set of abilities 

and knowledge to create an efficient machine learning model 

that includes the pre-processing, feature-selection [8], and 

classification phases [9]. 

 

The Pre-processing, feature extraction, and classification are 

the three basic steps of the many data mining [10] and 

machine learning algorithms that have been developed in the 

previous several decades for breast cancer detection and 

classification [11]. The pre-processing of mammography films 

aids in improving the visibility of peripheral regions and 

intensity distribution, which facilitates interpretation and 

analysis [12]. Several approaches have been described to help 

with this procedure. Because it aids in the differentiation 

between benign and malignant tumours, feature extraction is a 

crucial step in the identification of breast cancer. Following 

extraction, segmentation is used to extract picture attributes 

such smoothness, coarseness, depth, and regularity [13]. 

However, digital pathology (DP) is a technique for digitising 

histology slides in order to provide high-resolution 

photographs. Through the use of image analysis tools, these 

digital pictures are employed for detection, segmentation, and 

classification. The possibility that CNN [14] presents to 

research on medical imaging is not limited to deep CNN for 

extraction of the imaging [15] feature. Additional stages are 

necessary in deep learning (DL) employing CNNs, such as 

digital staining, to grasp patterns for image categorization 

[16]. In fact, the application of CNN for synthetic picture 

rendering is a second area that might aid in medical research. 

 

2. Related Work  
 

This section discusses some of the related research on machine 

learning-based breast cancer diagnosis that has been 

conducted in the past. By using machine learning techniques 

like the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) method for 

breast image classification, conventional Neural Network 

(NN), Random Forest (RF) algorithm, Support Vector 

Machines (SVM) [17], and Bayesian methods, Abdullah-Al 

Nahid and Yinan Kong [18] presented a novel method to 

detect breast cancer by image classification. Since 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) approaches often 

extract the features globally using kernels and these Global 

Features have been utilized for image classification, the CNN 

method showed to be the best for the diagnosis of breast 

cancer. 

 

The dataset from William H. Walberg of the University of 

Wisconsin Hospital was used by Muhammet Fatih Ak [19]. 

This dataset was subjected to data visualization [20] and 

machine learning methods as logistic regression, k-nearest 

neighbors, support vector machine, naive Bayes, decision tree, 

random forest, and rotation forest. These machine learning 

methods and visualization were implemented using R, 

Minitab, and Python. All the approaches were compared in a 

comparative study. The best classification accuracy (98.1%) 

was obtained using the logistic regression model with all 

characteristics included, and the suggested method 

demonstrated improved accuracy results. Three machine 

learning techniques Support Vector Machine (SVM), Random 

Forest (RF), and Bayesian Networks (BN) [21] were 

compared by Dana Bazazeh [22] and Raed Shubair.  As a 

training set, the original Wisconsin breast cancer data set was 

employed. The performance of classification is proven to vary 

depending on the approach chosen through simulation results. 

Results revealed that SVMs perform better in terms of 

precision, sensitivity, and accuracy. However, RFs are more 

likely to categories tumors accurately. The authors in [23] 

provided a summary of the many methods for classifying 

breast cancer using histopathological image analysis (HIA) 

based on several ANN designs [24]. The applicable dataset 

was used to group the authors' research. They put it in 

chronological sequence, going up. This study discovered that 

ANNs were initially used to HIA circa 2012. The most often 

used algorithms were ANNs and PNNs. The majority of the 

work in feature extraction, however, utilized textural and 

morphological traits. It was evident that Deep CNNs were 

very useful for diagnosing and early detection of breast 

cancer, resulting in more successful therapy. Numerous 

methods were used for non-communicable disease (NCD) 

prediction. 

 

The efficiency of NNs in the categorization of cancer 

diagnoses, particularly in the early stages, was shown by the 

authors in [25]. The majority of NNs have demonstrated 

potential in identifying malignancy cells, according to their 

study. To preprocess the pictures, however, the imaging 

technique needs powerful computing power [26]. In [27] 

examined several data mining, deep learning, and machine 

learning techniques relevant to breast prediction and 

diagnosis. The authors noted that only a small number of 

studies utilized genetics, whereas the majority of the papers 

made use of imaging. SVM, decision trees, and random forests 

were the three major algorithms utilised in the genetic breast 

cancer prediction process. However, several algorithms, like 

CNNs and Nave Bayes, were applied in imaging approaches. 

The authors of [28] reviewed current research using several 

imaging modalities to detect breast cancer using deep learning 

[5]. These studies were arranged according to the dataset, 

architecture, application, and assessment criteria. They 

concentrated on three breast imaging modalities' deep learning 

frameworks (ultrasound, mammography and MRI). They 

made an effort in their study to present cutting-edge [29] 

discoveries on breast cancer imaging using DLR-based CAD 

systems. They used CNN classification and private datasets in 

their research. 

 

3. Objectives 
 

One of the most common cancers to be discovered worldwide, 

including in India, is breast cancer. Despite the excellent 

survival rate, 97% of women can survive for more than 5 

years with early diagnosis. According to statistics, the number 

of deaths caused by this illness has dramatically grown in 

recent years. The goal of this research is to determine which 

characteristics are most useful [30] in predicting whether a 

malignancy is malignant or benign as well as to identify broad 

trends that might help us choose the right model and hyper 

parameters. Identifying whether a breast cancer is benign or 

aggressive is the objective. In order to do this, I fitted a 

function that can predict the discrete class of fresh input using 

machine learning classification algorithms. Identifying 

whether a breast cancer is benign or aggressive is the 

objective. 
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4. Prerequisite 
 

This section is important when starting a project since it 

explains which section uses or follows which piece of 

technology. The development team should be aware of all the 

project's features and applications before defining the 

hardware and software requirements. 

. 

4.1 UCI Machine Learning Repository 

 

In this project, we will analyses data to find breast cancer 

using data mining and machine learning algorithms. Women 

all throughout the world commonly get breast cancer (BC). By 

encouraging patients to receive therapeutic therapy, early 

diagnosis of BC can significantly increase prognosis and 

survival prospects. For the breast cancer dataset, we'll utilize 

the UCI Machine Learning Repository. We are browsing a 

database of machine learning issues for free at the UCI 

Machine Learning Repository [31]. The University of 

California, Irvine's Center for Machine Learning and 

Intelligent Systems is responsible for hosting and maintaining 

it. As a PhD student at UC Irvine, David Aha first developed 

it. It has been the go-to resource for machine learning 

practitioners and researchers who need a dataset for more than 

25 years. Every dataset has a webpage with all the information 

that is currently available about it, including any pertinent 

research articles. The actual datasets are available for 

download as ASCII files, frequently in the practical CSV 

format. The dataset used in this article was developed by Dr. 

William H. Wolberg, a physician at the University of 

Wisconsin Hospital in Madison, Wisconsin, in the United 

States, and is openly accessible. Dr. Wolberg used fluid 

samples obtained from patients with solid breast masses and 

Xcyt, an easy-to-use graphical computer tool that can analyses 

cytological characteristics based on a digital scan, to construct 

the dataset. 

 
Figure 1 The WEKA Main Screen 

 

4.2 Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis 

(WEKA) 
 

The Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis examines 

us (WEKA). The three most well-liked data mining algorithms 

Naive Bayes, RBF Network, and J48 were utilised to create 

the prediction models. A workbench called WEKA is intended 

to help in the application of machine learning to real-world 

data sets. For data mining jobs, WEKA is a set of machine 

learning algorithms [32]. We are either invoking the 

algorithms directly from your own Java code or apply them 

directly to a dataset. It has tools for mining association rules, 

grouping, regression, classification, and visualization of data. 

The modules will be merged in a way that results in the 

required output when the user interacts with WEKA. Sun 

Microsystems UNIX workstations running Solaris 2 are used 

to run the WEKA workbench, which was created using the 

TCL/TK programming language and X window toolkit.  

 

4.3 Data Mining and Machine Learning 

 

The phrase "data mining" is misleading because the objective 

is not the extraction (mining) [33] of data itself but rather the 

extraction of patterns and information from vast volumes of 

data. It is also a buzzword that is frequently used to refer to 

any kind of large-scale data or information processing 

(collection, extraction, warehousing, analysis, and statistics), 

as well as any use of computer decision support systems, such 

as business intelligence and artificial intelligence [34] (such as 

machine learning). The following machine learning algorithms 

are employed in this research. 

 

4.3.1 Decision Tree Algorithms  
 

Successful machine learning classification approaches include 

decision tree algorithms. They are supervised learning 

techniques that make use of gathered and edited information to 

enhance outcomes. Additionally, decision tree algorithms are 

frequently employed for categorization in a wide range of 

studies, for instance, in the field of medicine and health 

problems. Decision tree algorithms come in numerous 

varieties, including ID3 and C4.5 [29]. The most often used 

decision tree algorithm, nevertheless, is J48. J48 is an 

extension of ID3 and the implementation of a better version of 

C4.5. 

 

4.3.2 K-nearest-Neighbors (KNN) Algorithm 

 

It is a straightforward approach for supervised learning in 

pattern recognition. Due to its ease of use and effectiveness in 

the field of machine learning, it is one of the most often used 

neighborhood classifiers. KNN method searches the pattern 

space for the k training tuples that are most similar to the 

unknown tuples. It then saves all cases and categorizes new 

instances based on similarity measurements. The appropriate 

number of neighbors (k) relies on performance and varies 

from one data sample to another. 

 

4.3.3 Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
 

It is a supervised learning technique for categorizing both 

linear and nonlinear data that is developed from statistical 

learning theory. By increasing the margin of hyper plane 

splitting, SVM [35] divides data into two classes over a hyper 

plane while avoiding over-fitting the data. 

 

4.3.4 Naïve Bayes (NB)  

 

A probabilistic classifier, it uses strong (naive) independent 

assumptions to apply Bayes' theorem [36] to one of the most 

effective classification methods. Given the class variable, it is 

assumed that the feature's value is unrelated to the values of 
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any other features. Based on the greatest likelihood. It 

determines whether the provided tuple belongs to a specific 

class. 

 

4.3.5 Logistic Regression 

 

The logistic model (also known as the genuine model) in 

statistics is used to estimate the likelihood that a certain class 

or event, such as pass/fail, win/lose, alive/dead, or healthy/ill, 

will occur. This may be expanded to simulate a variety of 

event classes, such identifying the presence of a cat, dog, lion, 

etc. in a picture. Each object in the image that is detected 

would be given a probability between 0 and 1, with the 

aggregate equaling 1. Early in the 20th century, the biological 

sciences began to employ logistic regression. Then, it was put 

to many different social science uses. When the dependent 

variable (target) is categorical, logistic regression is utilized. 

 

5. Proposed System 
 

We will be able to differentiate between malignant and benign 

tumors more quickly with the suggested technique. Despite 

being a sophisticated and difficult classifier, CNN can 

automatically extract important characteristics without the 

need for preprocessing. It is more effective since it filters the 

crucial variables and is versatile enough to perform incredibly 

well with picture data. In order to handle data having a grid-

like architecture, CNNs [37] is a sort of deep learning method. 

CNNs are a subset of deep learning algorithms that are 

employed to interpret spatially or temporally related data. 

CNNs are comparable to other neural networks, but since they 

employ the convolutional layers seen in figure 2, they have an 

additional level of complexity.  

 
Figure 2 The Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) 

 
An integral part of convolutional neural networks are 

convolutional layers (CNNs) [38]. Our project's main goal is 

to employ a convolution neural network using Keras as the 

back end to distinguish between malignant and benign tumors, 

and then we'll study the results to determine how the model 

may be beneficial in real-world scenarios. 

 
Step 0 — Data Preparation 

 

For the breast cancer dataset, we'll utilize the UCI Machine 

Learning Repository. After computing ten features from each 

sample cell using a curve-fitting technique, the computer 

calculates each feature's mean value, extreme value, and 

standard error for the picture before delivering a 30 real-

valued vector of attribute information. 

 

 ID number 

 Diagnosis (M = malignant, B = benign) 3–32) Ten 

real-valued features are computed for each cell 

nucleus: 2. radius (mean of distances from center to 

points on the perimeter) 

 texture (standard deviation of gray-scale values)  

 perimeter 

 area  

 smoothness (local variation in radius lengths)  

 compactness (perimeter² / area — 1.0) 

 concavity (severity of concave portions of the 

contour)  

 concave points (number of concave portions of the 

contour) 

  10. Symmetry 

 Fractal dimension (“coastline approximation” -1) the 

mean, standard error and “worst” or largest (mean of 

the three largest values) of these features were 

computed for each image, resulting in 30 features. 

For instance, field 3 is Mean Radius, field 13 is 

Radius SE, and field 23 is Worst Radius. 

 

Step 1 — Data Exploration 

 

To work with this dataset, we are use Spyder. We'll start by 

adding the required libraries before adding our dataset to 

Spyder. 

 

#importing the libraries 

import numpy as np 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

import pandas as pd#importing our cancer dataset 

dataset = pd.read_csv(‘cancer.csv') 

X = dataset.iloc[:, 1:31].values 

Y = dataset.iloc[:, 31].values 

 

 
Figure 3 Pandas Data Set 

 

We can examine the data set using the pandas’ head() method 

shown in figure 3. 

 

 
Top 5 data of our dataset 
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We can find the dimensions of the data set using the panda 

dataset ‘shape’ attribute. 

 

print("Cancer data set dimensions : {} ".format 

(dataset.shape))Cancer data set dimensions : (569, 32) 

 

The data set has 569 rows and 32 columns, as we can see. The 

column labeled "Diagnosis" will tell us if the cancer is M = 

malignant or B = benign. Malignant cancer is indicated by a 1 

and benign cancer by a 0. We can see that 357 of the 569 

individuals are classified as B (benign), and 212 as M. 

(malignant). Data visualization [39] is a crucial component of 

data science. Understanding data and explaining it to someone 

else both assist. As seen in figure 4, Python includes a number 

of useful visualization packages, including Matplotlib, 

Seaborn, and others. To determine the data distribution of the 

features, we will utilize pandas' visualization, which is built on 

top of matplotlib, in this work. 

 

 
Figure 4 The Visualization of Dataset 

 

We can find any missing or null data points of the data set (if 

there is any) using the following pandas function shown in 

figure 5. 

 

 
Figure 5 The Missing or Null Data points 

 

Step 2 — Categorical Data 

 

Categorical data are variables that contain label values rather 

than numeric values. The number of possible values is often 

limited to a fixed set.   For example, users are typically 

described by country, gender, age group etc. We are use Label 

Encoder to label the categorical data [40]. Label Encoder is 

the part of SciKit Learn library in Python and used to convert 

categorical data, or text data, into numbers, which our 

predictive models can better understand. 

 

#Encoding categorical data values 

from sklearn.preprocessing import LabelEncoder 

labelencoder_Y = LabelEncoder() 

Y = labelencoder_Y.fit_transform(Y) 

  

The data we use is usually split into training data and test data 

shown in figure 6. The training set contains a known output 

and the model learns on this data in order to be generalized to 

other data later on. We have the test dataset (or subset) in 

order to test our model’s prediction on this subset. We are 

using SciKit-Learn library in Python [41] using the 

train_test_split method. 

 

# Splitting the dataset into the Training set and Test setfrom 

sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split 

X_train, X_test, Y_train, Y_test = train_test_split(X, Y, 

test_size = 0.25, random_state = 0) 

 
Figure 6 Training and test set 

 

Step 3 — Feature Scaling 

 

Our dataset typically includes features with a wide range of 

magnitudes, units, and ranges. However, as Eucledian distance 

between two data points is used in the majority of machine 

learning methods, All characteristics must be brought to the 

same magnitude level. Scaling can be used to accomplish this. 
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This implies that you're altering your data to make it 

compatible with a certain scale, such as 0-100 or 0-1. We are 

using of the SciKit-Learn library's StandardScaler function. 

 

#Feature Scalingfrom sklearn.preprocessing import 

StandardScaler 

sc = StandardScaler() 

X_train = sc.fit_transform(X_train) 

X_test = sc.transform(X_test) 

 

Step 4 — Model Selection 

 

The most thrilling part of applying machine learning to any 

dataset is this stage. It is sometimes referred to as algorithm 

selection for optimum outcome prediction. To analyses 

massive data sets, data scientists often utilize a variety of 

machine learning methods. However, on a broad scale, all of 

those various algorithms may be divided into two categories: 

supervised learning and unsupervised learning. I'll only offer a 

quick review of these two styles of learning to avoid spending 

too much time. In a supervised learning system, both the input 

data and the intended output data are given. In order to 

establish a learning foundation for future data processing, 

input and output data are labeled for categorization. 

Regression and classification problems are within the category 

of supervised learning issues.  When the output variable is a 

real or continuous value, like "salary" or "weight," a 

regression problem exists. When the output variable is a 

category, such as filtering emails as "spam" or "not spam," 

there is a categorization difficulty. Unsupervised learning is 

when an algorithm uses data that has neither been classed nor 

labelled and is allowed to act on the data without supervision. 

Our dataset's outcome variable, or dependent variable, Y, only 

has two possible sets of values: M (Malign) or B. (Benign). 

So, we'll apply the supervised learning classification 

technique. Let's begin using the algorithms. To import all of 

the classification algorithm methods, we are using the Sklearn 

package. In order to employ the Logistic Regression 

algorithm, we use the Logistic Regression technique of model 

selection. 

 

#Using Logistic Regression Algorithm to the Training Setfrom 

sklearn.linear_model import LogisticRegression 

classifier = LogisticRegression(random_state = 0) 

classifier.fit(X_train, Y_train)#Using KNeighborsClassifier 

Method of neighbors class to use Nearest Neighbor 

algorithmfrom sklearn.neighbors import KNeighborsClassifier 

classifier = KNeighborsClassifier(n_neighbors = 5, metric = 

'minkowski', p = 2) 

classifier.fit(X_train, Y_train) 

#Using SVC method of svm class to use Support Vector 

Machine Algorithm 

from sklearn.svm import SVC 

classifier = SVC(kernel = 'linear', random_state = 0) 

classifier.fit(X_train, Y_train) 

#Using SVC method of svm class to use Kernel SVM 

Algorithm 

from sklearn.svm import SVC 

classifier = SVC(kernel = 'rbf', random_state = 0) 

classifier.fit(X_train, Y_train) 

#Using GaussianNB method of naïve_bayes class to use Naïve 

Bayes Algorithm 

from sklearn.naive_bayes import GaussianNB 

classifier = GaussianNB() 

classifier.fit(X_train, Y_train) 

#Using DecisionTreeClassifier of tree class to use Decision 

Tree Algorithm 

from sklearn.tree import DecisionTreeClassifier 

classifier = DecisionTreeClassifier(criterion = 'entropy', 

random_state = 0) 

classifier.fit(X_train, Y_train) 

#Using RandomForestClassifier method of ensemble class to 

use Random Forest Classification algorithm 

from sklearn.ensemble import RandomForestClassifier 

classifier = RandomForestClassifier(n_estimators = 10, 

criterion = 'entropy', random_state = 0) 

classifier.fit(X_train, Y_train) 

 

We forecast the outcomes of the test set and evaluate the 

accuracy of each of our models. We must import the metrics 

class's confusion_matrix function in order to assess the 

correctness. The confusion matrix is a technique of keeping 

track of how many anticipated classes ended up in the 

incorrect classification bin based on the actual classes. 

 

from sklearn.metrics import confusion_matrix 

cm = confusion_matrix(Y_test, Y_pred) 

 

To determine the correctness of our models, we employ the 

classification accuracy approach. When we use the term 

accuracy, we often imply classification accuracy.  It measures 

the proportion of accurate predictions to all input samples. 

 

 
                                                                            

The confusion matrix object must be checked to determine the 

proper prediction, and the predicted outcomes must be added 

diagonally to get the number of accurate predictions, which 

must then be divided by the overall number of predictions, as 

illustrated in figure 7. 

 

               
Figure 7  The Confusion Matrix 

 

6. Result and Analysis  
 

Using the head() function of the pandas package, we analyses 

the data collection. The first 7 rows of data in df.head(7) By 

utilising the panda [42] dataset's "shape" feature, we can 

determine the dimensions of the data set. df.shape (569, 33) 

we are see that there are 569 rows and 33 columns in the data 

set. The column labeled "Diagnosis" will tell us if the cancer is 

M = malignant or B = benign. Malignant cancer is indicated 

by a 1 and benign cancer by a 0. We can see that 357 of the 

569 people have the label "B" (benign), while 212 have the 

label "M." (malignant). 33 characteristics from the 569 

patients are represented by a patient in each row. We must 

eliminate the final column, Unnamed 32, since it contains 

NaN values. Therefore, we count how many columns are 

empty and remove the columns with empty values. 5 We 

eliminate column Unnamed: 32 because there are 569 missing 
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data. Therefore, the data's new form is (569, 32), which 

denotes the data's 569 rows and 32 columns. The number of 

malignant (M) or benign (B) cells which are hazardous or not 

can now be seen and shown on a graph. As we can see, there 

are six different data types for the columns. The id column, 

which serves as the patient's identification number and is of 

the integer data type, cannot be utilized as a feature to forecast 

the tumors.  The values of categorical data are then encoded 

(categorical data is converted from strings to integers). 

 

Here, the number 1 denotes malignant (M) cells, which are 

hazardous, while the value 0 denotes benign (B) cells, which 

are not harmful. We can now see a relationship between the 

various qualities. How strongly one column effects all the 

other columns in this heat map (e.g radius means has 32 

percent influence on texture mean). Testing and Training. The 

datasets were then divided into independent (X) and 

dependent (Y) datasets. Y = df.iloc[:, 1].values where X = 

df.iloc[:, 2:31].values. They have an array type. The 

independent dataset (X) contains the attributes that are used to 

predict the result, whereas the dependent data set (Y) contains 

the diagnosis of the patient's malignancy. Now, we divide the 

dataset into 75 percent training data and 25 percent testing 

data, and we apply several machine learning [43] models to 

the training set, including decision trees, logistic regression, 

and random forest classifiers. The correctness of the training 

data is now printed. 

 

As a result, we can see that the decision tree classifier, with a 

100% accuracy rating, is the best model. We will now project 

the outcomes of the test set and evaluate the precision of each 

of our models: We must import the confusion matrix function 

[44] from the metrics class in order to verify correctness. The 

confusion matrix is a tool for keeping track of 

misclassifications, or the number of anticipated classes that 

were incorrectly classified when compared to the actual 

classes. 7 Where TP is true positive, the matrices in this case 

are of the type [TP FP] [FN TP]. When the model accurately 

predicts the positive class, the result is a genuine positive. 

True Negative (TN) and result where the model properly 

predicted the negative class is referred to as a true negative. 

False Negative (FN). A false negative is a result that the 

model predicted wrongly. We may use Model 5, or Random 

Forest Classifier, to forecast whether a patient will get cancer 

or not based on the test results since it has a 96.5 percent 

accuracy rate. Model prediction: pred = model [5]. Print 

predict(X test) (pred). 

 

So, we have the forecasts printed here. The first data displays 

the actual outcome for each cancer patient, while the second 

data represents the model's forecast. The model's accuracy is 

96.5 percent, so while there are occasional incorrect 

predictions, for the most part it is effective in determining 

whether a tumors is malignant (M) (dangerous) or benign (B) 

(not harmful) based on the attributes offered in the data and 

the training supplied. The Kaggle website was used to get the 

Breast Cancer dataset. The datasets will be examined by the 

algorithm based on several criteria (such as area, smoothness, 

concavity). 

 

 

 

 

 

6.1 Attributes 

 diagnosis: The diagnosis of breast tissues 

(1=malignant,0=benign)  

 mean_radius: mean of distances from center to 

points on the peremeter 

 mean_texture: standard deviation of gray-scale  

 mean_perimenter: mean size of the core tumor 

 mean_area mean_smoothness: mean of local 

variation in radius length. 

  

 6.2 Classification Report 

  

The accuracy of predictions made by a classification algorithm 

is evaluated using a classification report. The primary 

classification metrics of accuracy, recall, and f1-score are 

displayed in the report on a per-class basis. True and false 

positives and false negatives are calculated by the metrics.  

Positive and negative names for the anticipated classes are 

used here. There are four techniques to determine if the 

forecasts were accurate or not. 

 

 TP/True Positive: when a case is positive and 

predicted positive.  

 TN/True Negative: when a case is negative and 

predictive negative. 

 FN/False Negative: when a case is positive and 

predicted negative.  

 FP/False Positive:   when a case is negative and 

predicted positive 
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Following the application of several classification models, we 

obtained the accuracies displayed in figure 8 using various 

models. 

 Logistic Regression — 95.8% 

 Nearest Neighbor — 95.1% 

 Support Vector Machines — 97.2% 

 Kernel SVM — 96.5% 

 Naive Bayes — 91.6% 

 Decision Tree Algorithm — 95.8% 

 Random Forest Classification — 98.6% 

 

Having completed the construction of our classification 

model, it is clear that the Random Forest Classification 

algorithm [45] produces the best outcomes for the data we 

have available. It doesn't, however, apply to every dataset. We 

must always first assess our dataset before applying our 

machine learning model to the model we want to use. 

 

 
Figure 8  The Accuracies with Different Models 

 

7. Conclusion 
 

This work makes an effort to use a machine learning algorithm 

to address the issue of automated breast cancer diagnosis. This 

study investigated various machine learning methods for 

detecting breast cancer. The breast cancer dataset was used to 

execute the several different investigations. In this Python 

project, we developed graphs and results for the same breast 

cancer tumors predictor that we learnt to build using the 

dataset. A good dataset has been shown to offer improved 

accuracy. The creation of prediction systems will result from 

the selection of suitable algorithms with a strong home 

dataset. When a patient is diagnosed with breast cancer, these 

systems can help determine the best course of therapy. Based 

on the stage of a patient's breast cancer, there are a variety of 

therapies available; data mining and machine learning may be 

a big help in selecting the course of therapy to be taken by 

extracting knowledge from such appropriate databases. It is a 

difficult challenge to automate the identification of breast 

cancer to improve patient care. Finally, the suggested model 

appears to be ideally suited for automated breast cancer 

detection on the one side and control parameter setting of 

machine learning algorithms on the other. 

 

8. Work in the Future 
 

One of the top causes of mortality for women is breast cancer. 

The most serious problem for women is breast cancer. Breast 

cancer has surpassed lung cancer as the most frequent cancer 

in women diagnosed globally, according to data provided by 

the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) in 

December 2021. Future research can focus on transforming 

the selected strategy into a potentially useful technique for 

giving clinicians a prompt second opinion when detecting 

breast cancer. In the future, we would like to expand the 

dataset and evaluate the algorithm's effectiveness and 

scalability. 
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